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ADVANCED PACKER TANDEM AP(T) MARKINGS ADVANCED PACKER TANDEM AP(T) MARKINGS ADVANCED PACKER TANDEM AP(T) MARKINGS ADVANCED PACKER TANDEM AP(T) MARKINGS 

GUIDE FOR TANDEM RESERVESGUIDE FOR TANDEM RESERVESGUIDE FOR TANDEM RESERVESGUIDE FOR TANDEM RESERVES    
    

This guide is intended to assist anyone involved with Sport Tandem systems. The aim is to This guide is intended to assist anyone involved with Sport Tandem systems. The aim is to This guide is intended to assist anyone involved with Sport Tandem systems. The aim is to This guide is intended to assist anyone involved with Sport Tandem systems. The aim is to 
identify Bidentify Bidentify Bidentify British Skydivingritish Skydivingritish Skydivingritish Skydiving    validated combinations of sport Tandem reserve canopies and validated combinations of sport Tandem reserve canopies and validated combinations of sport Tandem reserve canopies and validated combinations of sport Tandem reserve canopies and 
containercontainercontainercontainer    systems. All lsystems. All lsystems. All lsystems. All listed combinations are subject to sizing considerations by the isted combinations are subject to sizing considerations by the isted combinations are subject to sizing considerations by the isted combinations are subject to sizing considerations by the 
relevant parties.relevant parties.relevant parties.relevant parties.    
    

The following lists of markings identify Tandem reserves for The following lists of markings identify Tandem reserves for The following lists of markings identify Tandem reserves for The following lists of markings identify Tandem reserves for SkydivingSkydivingSkydivingSkydiving    and also identify and also identify and also identify and also identify 
the Tandem reserves that may be packed in different containers, providthe Tandem reserves that may be packed in different containers, providthe Tandem reserves that may be packed in different containers, providthe Tandem reserves that may be packed in different containers, provided theyed theyed theyed they    are of a are of a are of a are of a 
suitable size.suitable size.suitable size.suitable size.    
    

Markings (letters and numbers) to identify tandem reserves for Markings (letters and numbers) to identify tandem reserves for Markings (letters and numbers) to identify tandem reserves for Markings (letters and numbers) to identify tandem reserves for skydivingskydivingskydivingskydiving::::    
    

1. VTC-2R 360 (Performance Designs).  Older versions VTC11 and Vector Tandem 2 
(Performance Designs), VTC1 (Relative Workshop)  

2. TW340R (Wings Unlimited) 
3. TW372R (Wings Unlimited) 
4. TW402R (Wings Unlimited) 
5. FCI-T-425R (Flite Concepts) 
6. FCI-T-525R (Flite Concepts) 
7. TR350R (Precision) 
8. TR375R (Precision) 
9. Galaxy 350R Type 304, Galaxy 370R Type 304, Galaxy Type 204 (Parachute de France) 
10. BT80R Type 740-1 (Parachute de France) N.B. Older versions FJ004 on side panel 
11. 430085 Master425 (Strong) 
12. 430083 Patronus (Strong) 
13. Quick Reserve 400 (Performance Variable) 
14. TD500 (Jumpshack) 
15. TD400 (Jumpshack) 
16. TD350 Part 12122 (Jumpshack) 
17. Elite Tandem (with five number serial number on inside centre cell, on older versions e.g. 

34701) (Jumpshack) 
18. MVTC-3R (421) Ex-Military (Performance Designs) 

 
Tandem reserves may be packed in the following containers, provided they are of a suitable size:Tandem reserves may be packed in the following containers, provided they are of a suitable size:Tandem reserves may be packed in the following containers, provided they are of a suitable size:Tandem reserves may be packed in the following containers, provided they are of a suitable size:    
    

Tandem Vector, Tandem Vector in Next configuration, ex-Military (Grey) Tandem Vectors serial 
numbers: 43482, 43491, 35845 and Tandem Vector Point Zero option: 1,4,18 
 

Tandem Next and Next Century: 1 to 18 inclusive 
 

Tandem Strong (Dual Hawk and TNT) and Strong in Next configuration: 11,12 
 

Tandem Atom, Tandem Galaxy and PdF Military Tandem: 9,10,1 
 

Tandem Aircare: 1 to 18 inclusive 
 

Tandem Sigma: 1, 7, 8, 18, 4 
 

Tandem Elite: 14 to 17 inclusive 
 

Tandem Performance Variable TD400: 13 
 

Tandem Fire: Any suitably sized reserve (not Strong Master) 
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